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Photoshop CC: The Missing ManualO'Reilly, 2013

	
		Photoshop CC is truly amazing, but it can also be overwhelming if you’re just getting started. This book makes learning Photoshop as easy as possible by explaining things in a friendly, conversational style—without technical jargon. After a thorough introduction to the program, you’ll delve deep into...
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Beyond E-Business: Towards networked structuresRoutledge, 2015

	In Beyond E-Business: Towards Networked Structures Paul Grefen returns with his tried and tested BOAT framework for e-business, now fully expanded and updated with the very latest overview of digitally connected business; from business models, organization structures and architecture, to information technology.
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Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies (For Dummies (Computer/Tech))For Dummies, 2015

	The bestselling book on Photoshop Elements—now in a new edition


	Getting great photos is easier than you think—it just takes some know-how and a tool like Adobe's Photoshop Elements. Photoshop Elements 14 For Dummies is a fun and easy-to-follow guide for photographers and photo enthusiasts who want to...
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Actionable Intelligence: A Guide to Delivering Business Results with Big Data Fast!John Wiley & Sons, 2014

	Building an analysis ecosystem for a smarter approach tointelligence


	Keith Carter's Actionable Intelligence: A Guide to DeliveringBusiness Results with Big Data Fast! is the comprehensive guideto achieving the dream that business intelligence practitionershave been chasing since the concept itself came into being....
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Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies - UKFor Dummies, 2014

	A guide to stunning your interviewer with perfect answers to stumping questions


	In today's competitive job market, a stellar interview lends you an edge over the competition, which can make or break your chances at a new career. Answering Tough Interview Questions For Dummies, 2nd Edition teaches you how to...
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Webinars For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Gather an audience from around the globe with webinars


	Webinars For Dummies takes the guesswork and uncertaintyout of webinar creation. Written by John Carucci under the guidanceof webinar technology company ON24, the book provides a roadmap forcreating a webinar that effectively communicates to the audiencewithout...
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Python ProjectsWrox Press, 2014

	A guide to completing Python projects for those ready to take their skills to the next level

	

	Python Projects is the ultimate resource for the Python programmer with basic skills who is ready to move beyond tutorials and start building projects.

	

	The preeminent guide to bridge the gap between...
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Android Tablets For Dummies (For Dummies Series)For Dummies, 2014

	Make your Android do your bidding with help from bestselling author Dan Gookin


	Congratulations on your new Android tablet! Whether you're new to Android or new to tablets altogether, you're about to experience mobile computing like never before with this fun, full-color guide. Written in the trademark For...
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WordPress 24-Hour TrainerWrox Press, 2015

	The easy, self-paced guide to the powerful WordPress platform WordPress 24-Hour Trainer, 3rd Edition provides a comprehensive, unique book-and-video package that focuses on the practical, everyday tasks you will face when creating and maintaining WordPress websites.

	

	This easy-to-use, friendly guide will show you how to create...
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Android Phones For DummiesFor Dummies, 2015

	Your full-color guide to all the things you need to know about your Android phone


	Congratulations on your new phone, and welcome to the world of Android! Whether you're an old hat looking to make sense of a new model or a newbie who's too afraid to even take it out of the box, this fun and friendly guide arms you...
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Macs For DummiesFor Dummies, 2014

	Get the most out of your Mac with this comprehensive guide


	Macs For Dummies, 13th Edition is the ultimate guide to your Mac, fully updated to include information about the latest updates. The book walks you through troubleshooting, syncing mobile devices, integrating Windows, and more, so you can take...
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Introduction to PragmaticsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2012

	Introduction to Pragmatics guides students throughtraditional and new approaches in the field, focusing particularlyon phenomena at the elusive semantics/pragmatics boundary toexplore the role of context in linguistic communication.

	
		Offers students an accessible introduction and an up-to-datesurvey of the field,...
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